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1. INTRODUCTION
The classical Crame r function V +Q (z) is defined for Im(z)>0 by the
series
V+Q (z)= :
Im(\)>0
e\z,
where the sum is over the non-trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function
with Im(\)>0. Similarly, one defines V &Q (z) using the the zeros of ‘Q with
Im(\)<0 and, consequently, restricting z # C to Im(z)<0. The Crame r
theorem of [Cr 19] states that V +Q (and, implicitly, the function V
&
Q )
admits a branched meromorphic continuation to all z # C with a branch
point at the origin. Furthermore, it is shown that the singularities of the
continuation of V +Q occur precisely when z=\log p
m for some prime p
and positive integer m, together with possible additional poles at integer
multiples of ?i (see Theorem 1.4 and Section 7 of [JoL 93a]).
Recall that if \ # C is a zero of the Riemann zeta function, then so is
1&\, from which one deduces the formula
(1) e&z2V +Q (z)&e
z2V &Q (&z)=0,
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which we will refer to as the first functional equation of the Crame r func-
tions. Note that the functions in (1) are both defined for Im(z)>0 and
admit meromorphic continuations to all C, so then (1) asserts a relation
for these meromorphic continuations for all z # C.
In the papers [Gu 37], [Gu 49] and [Gu 50], Guinand considered
various problems in number theory, including what we will call the second
functional equation of the Crame r function V +Q . Quoting from [DS 95], the
second functional equation can be stated as
1&V +Q (z)+e
z(1&V +Q (&z))=(1&e
&2z)&1
which we choose to write as
(2) e&z2V +Q (z)+e
z2V +Q (&z)=e
z2+e&z2&e&z2(1&e&2z)&1.
Combining (1) and (2) allows one to obtain a functional equation for V &Q
similar to (2).
Unlike the first functional equation, the two functions in the left hand
side of (2) are naturally defined on opposite half planes (namely Im(z)>0
and Im(z)<0, respectively), so (2) asserts a relation involving the
(branched) meromorphic continuations once these continuations have been
properly defined (see, for example, the introduction of [DS 95] as well as
Section 4 below). In other words, because the meromorphic continuation of
V+Q has a branched singularity at the origin, one must be careful in defin-
ing the left hand side of (2).
Guinand’s proof of the second functional equation for V +Q was described
in [DS 95] as ‘‘proved by a somewhat unenlightening calculation involving
mainly the contributions from the infinite prime’’. The authors in [DS 95]
gave a different proof of (2) using the explicit formulas of analytic number
theory and ideas from the theory of distributions. As in [Gu 50], the dif-
ficulty with using the explicit formulas is the necessity to consider carefully
the prime at infinity. Indeed, the resulting general Parseval formula is itself
a chapter in the theory of regularized products (see, for example, [Ba 81],
[JoL 93c] or [JoL 01]).
In this article we extend the two functional equations of the Crame r func-
tions to the general setting of polynomial Bessel series which admit additive
functional equations whose additive fudge factor is of regularized harmonic
series type. This class of functions was defined and studied in [JoL 96] (see
also [JoL 01]). It was asserted on page 49 of [DS 95] that the ‘‘functional
equation for V +Q (z) and our approach have obvious generalizations to the
very general setting of ’’ [JoL 93a] and [JoL 94]. Though we do obtain the
generalization of (1) and (2) even to the setting of [JoL 96] (see Theorems 3.3
and 4.3, respectively), we do not find the word ‘‘obvious’’ appropriate. In fact,
the situation is sufficiently involved that we consider a method of proof not
using the explicit formulas but rather using Crame r’s theorem itself. By
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using the Crame r theorem, we both obtain the generalization of (1) and (2)
to the setting of [JoL 96] as well as give a more direct proof in the classi-
cal setting since we show that the functional equations can be derived as
immediate consequences of results known in [Cr 19]. More specifically,
our analysis amounts to replacing the use of the Parseval formula in the
explicit formulas by elementary considerations in contour integration.
Our article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the necessary
notation and terminology from [JoL 96], thus establishing the general
setting under consideration. We also recall the statement of the general
Crame r theorem in the setting of polynomial Bessel series. In Section 3 we
follow the set-up of the Crame r formula from which we prove the generaliza-
tion of the first functional equation, and in Section 4 we analyze two integrals
from the statement of the Crame r theorem from which we deduce the second
functional equation. We conclude with Section 5 by showing how our general
theorem contains the above mentioned classical result (1) and (2). Further
applications of the Guinand theorem (second functional equation) along
the line of [Ga 87] as well as to the the wave kernel as in [JoL 98] will
be left for elsewhere.
2. THE BESSEL FUNDAMENTAL CLASS
We recall here notation and results from [JoL 96]. Though the discus-
sion in this section is taken verbatim from [JoL 96], we are presenting the
minimal material necessary to make this article self-contained. We refer the
reader to Section 2 of [JoL 96] as well as [JoL 93b] and [JoL 93c] for
background material and terminology from the theory of regularized
products.
As in [JoL 96], let K:(a, b) be the classical K-Bessel functions, defined
for a, b>0 and : # C by the integral
K:(a, b)=|

0
e&(a2 t+b2 t) t:
dt
t
.
The one variable K-Bessel function K:(c) is defined for c>0 by
K:(c)=|

0
e&c(t+1t)t:
dt
t
,
and the two functions are related by
K:(a, b)=(ba): K:(ab).
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Classical results concerning the K-Bessel functions are summarized in
[JoL 96] which were quoted from [La 87, Chap. 20, Sect. 3]. As before,
note that our normalization of the Bessel integral is slightly different from
the classical normalization. If we let K Bs (c) denote the classical normaliza-
tion, then we have
2K Bs (2c)=Ks(c).
We define the notion of a formal polynomial Bessel series to be a series
of the form
.(s)=:
j
Pj (s) K:j (s, log q
12
j ),
where [qj] is a sequence of real numbers >1 tending to infinity; [:j] is a
sequence of complex numbers; [Pj] is a sequence of polynomials. So far,
this notation is purely formal. We have to impose conditions which guarantee
appropriate convergence in practice. Thus we impose the following conditions:
PBS 1. The degrees of the polynomials Pj are bounded independent
of j.
PBS 2. There exists a sequence of complex numbers [cj] and _$00
such that the Dirichlet series  cjq&sj converges uniformly and
absolutely in the half plane Re(s)>_$0 ; and if &P& denotes the sup
norm of the coefficients of a polynomial P, then
&Pj&|cj | for all j.
PBS 3. The sequence [:j] is bounded.
A formal polynomial Bessel series satisfying PBS 1, PBS 2, and PBS 3 will
simply be said to be a polynomial Bessel series. If d=max deg(Pj), we call
d the polynomial degree of .(s). If d is a bound for the degrees as in PBS 1,
and Lc(s)= cjq&sj , we say that . is dominated by the pair (d, Lc). The
special case when Pj is constant for all j is called the case of the Bessel
series.
The notion of a polynomial Dirichlet series is defined in the same way,
replacing the Bessel function by the exponential q&sj (disregarding the
parameters :j). Thus a Dirichlet series is merely a polynomial Bessel series
when :j=12 for all j and Pj is either 0 or a monomial of degree 1. Indeed,
since
K12(a, b)=
- ?
a
e&2ab
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we have the relation
:
j
cjsK12(s, log q12j )=:
j
cj - ? q&sj .
We say that a triple of functions (F, F , R) satisfies an additive functional
equation if the relation
F(s)+R(s)+F (_0&s)=0
holds with some _00.
We shall say that the triple (., . , R) is in the polynomial Bessel fundamental
class if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. The functions . and . have polynomial Bessel series satisfying
PBS 1, PBS 2, and PBS 3.
2. The functions . and . are simple MittagLeffler functions of finite
MittagLeffler order, and R is of regularized harmonic series type, whose
definition is given in Section 2 of [JoL 96] as well as in [JoL 94].
3. The triple (., . , R) satisfies an additive functional equation as
above with 0_0_$0 .
One defines the polynomial Dirichlet fundamental class similarly, replac-
ing the Bessel functions by the usual q&sj of Dirichlet series. Note that the
polynomial Dirichlet fundamental class is contained in the polynomial
Bessel fundamental class. Examples of the various fundamental classes are
given in [JoL 96].
Let V be an open set in the plane, z0 # V and V*=V"[z0]. Let F be a
complex valued function on a simply connected, open dense subset of V*.
We say that F has a logarithmic fractional singularity at z0 of exponent ;
if there exists a holomorphic function f on a neighborhood of z0 in V with
f (z0){0, a complex number ;, and a polynomial P such that
F(z)&(z&z0); P(log(z&z0)) f (z)
is holomorphic on a neighborhood of z0 in V, i.e. has a holomorphic exten-
sion to such a neighborhood. If ;  Z0 or if deg P=n1, we say that F
has a logarithmic fractional singularity at z0 of order (;, n). Observe that
if F has such a logarithmic fractional singularity, then F has an analytic
continuation along every path in some punctured disc centered at z0 . More
precisely, if D is a disc of sufficiently small radius centered at z0 , and we
delete any ray in the disc with vertex z0 , we obtain a sector S and F
satisfies the condition AS 2S uniformly on this sector (see page 84 of
[JoL 96] for the statement of the asymptotic condition AS 2S).
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More systematically and for other purposes, it is clear that the above
definition should be extended to allow for a singularity, say at the origin,
of the form
P(z)=: fi, j (z) z pi (log z)mj,
where the coefficients fi, j are holomorphic at the origin. One may then
translate such expressions to an arbitrary point z0 to get the possible
generalization of the logarithmic fractional singularity at z0 . In this paper
as in [JoL 96], we meet no worse than the special case described above
with point exponent ;.
In practice, we shall of course not deal with just one possible singularity.
Thus suppose V is an open set in the plane and S is a discrete subset of
points of V. Let F be holomorphic on a simply connected dense open
subset of V"S. We say that F has logarithmic fractional singularities on V
relative to S if F has such singularities at each point of S, and if F can be
analytically continued along every path in V"S. We then have an explicit
formula locally in the neighborhood of each singularity for the analytic
continuation of F around this singularity.
We shall need to analyze the partial LaplaceMellin transforms, which
are defined by
LMA (K: b ;)(s, z)=|

A
K:(;x) e&zxxs
dx
x
and
LMA0 (K: b ;)(s, z)=|
A
0
K:(;x) e&zxxs
dx
x
.
The following lemma from Section 3 of [JoL 96] asserts branched meromorphic
continuations of the above partial LaplaceMellin transforms.
Lemma 2.1. Let : # R, ; # R, and A>0.
(a) The partial LaplaceMellin transform LMA0 (K: b ;)(s, z) extends
to an entire function of z and s.
(b) For any s # C, the partial LaplaceMellin transform LMA (K: b ;)(s, z)
extends to a function of z # C with logarithmic fractional
singularity at &2;. Its fractional order is (&s+12, 0) if
&s+12  Z0 and (n, n+1) if &s+12=n # Z0 .
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Let (., . , R) be in the polynomial Bessel fundamental class. Let a>0 be
such that _0+a>_$0 . We define the following regions in the complex
plane:
R+a =semi-infinite open rectangle bounded by the lines
Re(s)=&a, Re(s)=_0+a, Im(s)=0.
R+a (=; T)=the portion of R
+
a below the line Im(s)=T.
R+a (T )=the portion of R
+
a (T) above the line Im(s)==.
R+a (=)=the portion of R
+
a above the line Im(s)==.
Similarly one defines regions in the lower half plane (the region R&a (&=)
will appear in Theorem 4.3). We assume that the functions ., . , and R
have no poles on the vertical boundary components
(&a+i, &a] and [_0+a, _0+a+i)
of R+a . The Crame r theorem concerns the series
2?iV +., a(z)=2?i :
\ # R a
+
res\(.) e\z=|
R a
+
.(s) esz ds
which we formally write as
(1) 2?iV +., a(z)=|
&a
&a+i
esz .(s) ds+|
_0+a
&a
.(s) esz ds
+|
_0+a+i
_0+a
.(s) esz ds.
As in [JoL 93a] and [JoL 96], we will realize (1) as
2?iV +., a(z)= lim
T  
=  0
2?iV +., a(z; =, T),
where
(2) 2?iV +., a(z; =, T )=2?i :
\ # R a
+ (=; T)
res\(.) e\z=|
Ra
+ (=; T)
.(s) esz ds.
It is necessary to consider =>0 as above since the function . may have
poles on the line segment [&a, _0+a]. With this, the infinite integrals on
the vertical lines in (1) are viewed as the limits
|
_0+a+i
_0+a+i=
= lim
m   |
_0+a+iTm
_0+a+i=
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for a suitable chosen sequence [Tm] of real numbers which converge to
infinity. The sequence [Tm] is chosen so that
lim
Tm   _|
_0+a+iTm
&a+iTm
.(s) esz ds&=0.
It is shown in Section 4 of [JoL 96] that such a sequence [Tm] exists.
Set
V +., a(z; =)= lim
Tm  
V +., a(z; =, Tm),
so, upon using the functional equation of .(s), we can write (1) as
(3) 2?iV +., a(z; =)=&|
_0+a&i
_0+a&i=
ez(_0&s)[. (s)+R(_0&s)] ds
+|
_0+a+i=
&a+i=
.(s) esz ds+|
_0+a+i
_0+a+i=
.(s) esz ds.
The following theorem which we call the Crame r theorem for V +., a is the
result of the analysis of the integrals in (3).
Theorem 2.2. Choose =>0 so that the functions, .(s), . (s), and R(s)
have no poles in the open rectangle with vertices at the points
&a, &a+i=, _0+a, _0+a+i=.
Then the Crame r function V +., a(z; =) satisfies the relation
2?i lim
=  0
V +., a(z; =)
= lim
=  0 |
_0+a+i=
&a+i=
ezs .(s) ds& lim
=  0 |
_0+a&i
_0+a&i=
e(_0&s)zR(_0&s) ds
+:
j
:
nj
k=0
cj, k (log q12j )
:j LM_0+a(K:j b log q
12
j )(k&:j+1, &z)
&e_0z :
j
:
n~ j
k=0
c~ j, k (log q~ 12j )
:~ j LM_0+a(K:~ j b log q~
12
j )(k&:~ j+1, z)
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with the following additional information:
(i) the integral involving R converges for Im(z)>0 and satisfies AS 2S.
(ii) the series over the sequence S.=[log qj] converges uniformly and
absolutely for all z # C with Re(z)<0 and extends to a function of z # C with
logarithmic fractional singularities at S. ;
(iii) the series over the sequence S. =[log q~ j] converges uniformly and
absolutely for all z # C with Re(z)>0 and extends to a function of z # C with
logarithmic fractional singularities at &S. ;
(iv) the integrals over the finite intervals are entire functions of z.
Remark 1. For the analysis to be given in Section 4 below, it is important
to note that only the integral involving R prevents one from immediately
extending the right hand side to a range of z # C larger than the half
plane Im(z)>0.
Remark 2. Similar to Theorem 2.2 one has formulas for the Crame r
functions V &., a , V
+
. , a and V
&
. , a . The Guinand theorems we obtain are a
system of three relations among these four functions.
3. THE FIRST FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
We now prove the first functional equation of the Crame r function. It is
not necessary to use the full Crame r theorem; rather, we begin with the
integral representation for V +., a(z; =)
(1)
(2)
2?iV +., a(z; =)= lim
Tm  
2?iV +., a(z; =, Tm)
=|
&a+i=
&a+i
.(s) esz ds+|
_0 2+i=
&a+i=
.(s) esz ds
+|
_0+a+i=
_02+i=
.(s) esz ds+|
_0+a+i
_0+a+i=
.(s) esz ds
which holds for all Im(z)>0. In the two integrals (1) we replace the integrand
using the functional equation and then change variables s [ _0&s in the
integral involving . . After we rearrange the terms in the resulting formula,
we immediately obtain the following expression.
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Lemma 3.1. For all Im(z)>0, we have the formula
2?iV +., a(z; =)=e
_0z |
_0+a&i=
_0+a&i
. (s) e&sz ds+e_0z |
_02&i=
_0+a&i=
. (s) e&sz ds
+|
_0+a+i=
_0 2+i=
.(s) esz ds+|
_0+a+i
_0+a+i=
.(s) esz ds
&|
&a+i=
&a+i
R(s) esz ds&|
_0 2+i=
&a+i=
R(s) e&sz ds.
The above integrals are well-defined holomorphic functions of the complex
variable z in the half-plane Im(z)>0.
Similarly, we now develop a formula for V &. , a(z; &=), under the same
assumptions. As above, we begin with the expression
(3)
(4)
2?iV &. , a(z; &=)= lim
Tm  
2?iV +
. , a(z; &=, &Tm)
=|
_0+a&i=
_0+a&i
. (s) esz ds+|
_0 2&i=
_0+a&i=
. (s) esz ds
+|
&a&i=
_0 2&i=
. (s) esz ds+|
&a&i
&a&i=
. (s) esz ds.
We apply the functional equation to the two integrals in (4) and then
change variables s [ _0&s. As above, we rearrange the terms in the result-
ing formula thus yielding the expression
(5)
(6)
(7)
2?iV &. , a(z;&=)=|
_0+a&i=
_0+a&i
. (s) eszds+|
_0 2&i=
_0+a&i=
. (s) eszds
+e_0z |
_0+a+i=
_0 2+i=
.(s) e&szds+e_0z |
_0+a+i
_0+a+i=
.(s) e&szds
+e_0z |
_0+a+i=
_0 2+i=
R(s) e&szds+e_0z |
_0+a+i
_0+a+i=
R(s) e&szds.
Note that the above calculations are valid for Im(z)<0. Thus, we replace
z by &z in (5), (6) and (7) we get:
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Lemma 3.2. For all Im(z)>0, we have the formula
2?iV &. , a(&z; &=)=|
_0+a&i=
_0+a&i
. (s) e&szds+|
_0 2&i=
_0+a&i=
. (s) e&sz ds
+e&_0z |
_0+a+i=
_02+i=
.(s) esz ds+e&_0z |
_0+a+i
_0+a+i=
.(s) esz ds
+e&_0z |
_0+a+i=
_02+i=
R(s) esz ds+e&_0z |
_0+a+i
_0+a+i=
R(s) esz ds.
The above integrals are well-defined holomorphic functions of the complex
variable z in the half-plane Im(z)>0.
Theorem 3.3. For fixed =>0 and for all Im(z)>0, we have the relation
e&_0z2V +., a(z; =)&e
_0z2V &. , a(&z; &=)=&e
&_0z2 :
\ # Ra
+ (=)
res\(R) es\.
Proof. Directly from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have the formula
2?ie&_0z2V +., a(z; =)&2?ie
_0z2V &. , a(&z; &=)
=&e&_0z2 |
&a+i=
&a+i
ezsR(s) ds&e&_0z2 |
_0 2+i=
&a+i=
ezsR(s) ds
&e&_0z2 |
_0+a+i=
_0 2+i=
eszR(s) ds&e&_0z2 |
_0+a+i
_0+a+i=
eszR(s) ds
=&e&_0z2 |
Ra
+(=)
R(s) esz ds
=&2?ie&_0z2 :
\ # Ra
+ (=)
res\(R) es\,
which completes the proof.
Remark 1. Under further hypotheses, the right hand side of the formula
in Theorem 3.3 will admit a meromorphic continuation. Specifically, as in
Theorem 1.4 of [JoL 93a], if the theta functions from which one constructs
the regularized harmonic series R are themselves meromorphic functions, then
the right hand side of Theorem 3.3 is expressible in terms of these theta
functions, hence can be meromorphically continued to all z # C.
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4. THE SECOND FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
As stated at the end of Section 2, only the integral involving R in Theorem
2.2 prevents one from immediately concluding meromorphic properties of the
Crame r function V+., a for all z # C. As in [JoL 93a], one needs to analyze this
integral carefully. The following two lemmas carry out this analysis. As in our
previous work, namely Sections 35 of [JoL 93a], it is necessary to invoke a
‘‘ladder’’ type assumption concerning the structure of the function R. All such
assumptions which are necessary will be stated explicitly, and we note that
such questions are satisfied both in practice and for general regularized
products.
For any z0 # C, let Q1(z0) denote the first quadrant in C with respect to
the point z0 . Similarly we define the second, third, and fourth quadrants
with respect to a general point z0 , with obvious notation applying.
Lemma 4.1. The formula
&|
_0+a&i
_0+a&i=
e(_0&s) zR(_0&s) ds
=2?i :
\ # Q2 (&a+i=)
res\(R) e\z+|
&+i=
&a+i=
eszR(s) ds
provides a meromorphic continuation of the integral on the left hand side
from the half plane Im(z)>0 to the half plane Re(z)>0, provided the terms
involving the sums of residues converge uniformly and absolutely.
Proof. Begin by the change of variables _0&s [ s to get
&|
_0+a&i
_0+a&i=
e(_0&s) zR(_0&s) ds=|
&a+i
&a+i=
eszR(s) ds.
Next we compute a contour integral in the second quadrant with respect
to the point &a+i=. From the formula
|
&a+i
&a+i=
eszR(s) ds+|
&a+i=
&+i=
eszR(s) ds=2?i :
\ # Q2(&a+i=)
res\(R) ez\,
the lemma follows provided the implied integral of R along the arc in the
second quadrant vanishes. Such conditions are satisfied when R is of
regularized product type (see [JoL 94]), thus completing the proof.
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Lemma 4.2. The formula
&|
_0+a&i
_0+a&i=
e&(_0&s)zR(s) ds
=2?ie&_0z :
\ # Q3(_0+a&i=)
res\(R) e\z+e&_0 z |
_0+a&i=
&&i=
eszR(s) ds
provides a meromorphic continuation of the integral on the left hand side
from the half plane Im(z)<0 to the half plane Re(z)>0, provided the term
involving the sums of residues converge uniformly and absolutely.
Proof. Compute a contour integral in the third quadrant with respect
to the point _0+a&i= and the result follows from the residue theorem as
in Lemma 4.1.
Theorem 4.3. With notation as above, we have the formula
lim
=  0
(e&_0z2V +., a(z; =)+e
_0z2V +
. , a(&z; &=))
=e&_0z2 lim
=  0
:
\ # Ra
&(&=)
res\(R) e\z&e&_0z2 :
\ # (&a, _0+a)
res\(.) e\z
+e&_0z2 :
\ # Q2 _ Q3(&a)
res\(R) e\z.
The formula is valid in the sense of meromorphic continuation, where the
term V +., a(z; =) has been continued from Im(z)>0 to Re(z)>0 and the term
V+
. , a(&z; &=) has been continued from Im(z)<0 to Re(z)>0, and the two
extended functions have been added in this common region, yielding the above
stated formula.
Proof. If we formally add the terms from the Crame r theorem, we get
2?ie&_0z2V +., a(z; =)+2?ie
_0z2V +., a(&z; =)
=e&_0 z2 |
_0+a+i=
&a+i=
ezs .(s) ds&e&_0 z2 |
_0+a&i
_0+a&i=
e(_0&s) zR(_0&s) ds
+e_0z2 |
_0+a+i=
&a+i=
e&zs. (s) ds&e_0 z2 |
_0+a&i
_0+a&i=
e&(_0&s)zR(s) ds.
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However, the R integrals are defined on opposite half planes, so one must
define these integrals in the sense described via Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. Thus,
after a change of variables in the integral involving . , the equality from
which we work is the expression
(1) 2?ie&_0z2V +., a(z; =)+2?ie
_0z2V +., a(&z; =)
=e&_0z2 |
_0+a+i=
&a+i=
ezs .(s) ds+2?ie&_0z2 :
\ # Q2 (&a+i=)
res\(R) e\z
+e&_0z2 |
&+i=
&a+i=
eszR(s) ds+e&_0 z2 |
_0+a&i=
&a&i=
ezs . (_0&s) ds
+2?ie&_0 z2 :
\ # Q3(_0+a&i=)
res\(R) e\z
+e&_0z2 |
_0+a&i=
&&i=
eszR(s) ds.
Working with the integrals involving . and . , note that we have, upon
using the functional equation, the formulae
(2) |
_0+a+i=
&a+i=
esz .(s) ds+|
_0+a&i=
&a&i=
esz . (_0&s) ds+|
_0+a&i=
&a&i=
eszR (s) ds
=|
_0+a+i=
&a+i=
esz .(s) ds+|
&a&i=
_0+a&i=
esz .(s) ds
=&2?i :
\ # (&a, _0+a)
res\(.) e\z&|
_0+a&i=
_0+a+i=
esz .(s) ds
&|
&a+i=
&a&i=
esz.(s) ds.
When =  0, the two integrals in the right hand side of (2) approach zero.
Similarly, one combines the remaining integrals
|
&+i=
&a+i=
eszR(s) ds+|
&a&i=
&&i=
eszR(s) ds
=2?i :
\ # (&, &a)
res\(R) e\z&|
&a+i=
&a+i=
eszR(s) ds
from which the theorem follows.
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Remark 1. The reason we choose to continue the two functions in the
left hand side of Theorem 4.3 into the common half plane Re(z)>0 was to
agree with Guinand’s original result. In [Gu 50] Guinand defined the func-
tion
UQ(z)=e&iz2V +Q (iz)+
1
4?
Log(z)
sin(z2)
,
where Log(z) is defined for &?<Arg(z)?. Then it was shown that UQ(z)
admits a single-valued meromorphic continuation to all C"[0] such that
UQ(z)+UQ(&z)=2 cos(z2)& 14 (cos(z2))
&1.
The function UQ(z) is defined for Re(z)>0, hence the reason for choosing
this half plane into which to extend our Crame r functions.
Remark 2. Note that the signs of the terms in Theorem 4.3 make sense
when considering what happens if one were to increase a. In the special
case when . is a logarithmic derivative of a zeta function from number
theory, R is a sum of logarithmic derivatives of Gamma functions. Then by
increasing a one includes more trivial zeros of the zeta function in the .
term and excludes more poles of the Gamma function. However, in this
setting, trivial zeros of zeta functions correspond to poles of the exponen-
tial integral of the R term; hence the opposite signs on the sums of residues
in Theorem 4.3 provides the necessary cancelation.
Remark 3. It is very interesting to note that the second functional equa-
tion of the Crame r function contains terms corresponding to the poles of .
along the real line segment (&a, _0+a). These mysterious terms (Siegel zeros
in number theory) may or may not exist, yet when one considers the Crame r
function, which is formed from zeros and poles in the strict upper half strip,
this function admits a functional equation in which the Siegel zeros appear.
5. EXAMPLE: THE RIEMANN ZETA FUNCTION
As in [JoL 93a] and [JoL 01], the above results apply to zeta functions
arising from many settings, and individual settings have their own interest
(see, for example, [Hi 95] and [Hi 97] for specific points concerning the
Crame r function corresponding to the Selberg zeta function for congruence
subgroups of PSL(2, Z)). For the sake of brevity, we shall only consider
the example corresponding to the Riemann zeta function, thus connecting
with the classical Guinand theorem and functional equations as discussed
in the introduction.
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The Riemann zeta function ‘Q satisfies the functional equation
1(s2) ?&s2‘Q(s)=1((1&s)2) ?&(1&s)2‘Q(1&s)
from which one obtains
‘$Q
‘Q
(s)+
‘$Q
‘Q
(1&s)+
1
2
1 $
1
(s2)+
1
2
1 $
1
((1&s)2)&log ?=0
so then
R(s)=
1
2
1 $
1
(s2)+
1
2
1 $
1
((1&s)2)&log ?.
Since all poles of R are real, the right hand side of Theorem 3.3 is zero,
hence giving Eq. (1) of the introduction upon taking = sufficiently small.
As for the second functional equation, begin by taking a sufficiently small,
say a<12. The poles which appear in the right hand side of Theorem 4.3 are
those of ‘$Q‘Q(s), at s=1 with residue &1, and those of 1 $21(s2), at
s=&2n with residue &1. Therefore, the right hand side of Theorem 4.3 is
&e&z2 } (&1) ez+e&z2 } :

n=1
(&1) } e&2nz.
Summing these terms, we get
ez2&e&z2 :

n=1
e&2nz=ez2+e&z2&e&z2 :

n=0
e&2nz
=ez2+e&z2&e&z2(1&e&2z)&1,
which yields the Guinand functional equation as stated in the introduction.
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